PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Marshall Medical Center Junior Volunteer Program is for high school students, ages 14-18 years old, who desire to volunteer in a healthcare environment.

For over 50 years, Marshall Medical Center has been the healthcare leader in El Dorado County. Marshall is a fully accredited, acute care hospital, which has received repeated state and national recognition for quality excellence. Marshall employees and volunteers are committed to the organizational mission, goals, and standards which support quality healthcare and services. Junior Volunteers help maintain the high levels of service provided to our patients.

Junior Volunteer opportunities at Marshall Medical Center vary depending on organizational needs and availability of volunteer positions. Possible volunteer opportunities include:

- Greeting visitors and escorting customers to appropriate department or staff member
- Delivering books and magazines to hospitalized patients and families and reading to patients when requested
- Stocking supplies, cleaning wheelchairs, and delivering materials between departments
- Behind the scenes support such as filing or computer data entry
- Supporting special projects such as assembling binders, packets, mailing projects and design of bulletin boards
- Marshall Mouse Mascot and supporting Marshall Community sponsored events

The Junior Volunteer Program welcomes individual talents and skills and works actively to place volunteers in an area that is best suited for their skill set as position availability allows. Volunteers do not perform hands on patient care.

JUNIOR VOLUNTEERS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STEPS FOR ENROLLMENT:

- Attend an information session with their parent/guardian
- Complete an organizational volunteer orientation in-person and online
- Complete a medical clearance
- Submit a recommendation form
- Complete department specific training as appropriate
- Set a routine schedule

To be added to the Junior Volunteer waiting list, call Volunteer Services at (530) 344-5458.

Donate to our Junior Volunteer Program Fund:
Go to www.marshallfound.org or contact the Marshall Foundation office at (530) 642-9984. Donations help fund scholarships for Marshall’s Junior Volunteers.

*Marshall Medical Center is a drug-free workplace.

Quotes on being a Junior Volunteer:

“Being a Junior Volunteer makes me feel happy and more alive. It is fun to be of service to the hospital staff, patients, and community events.”
– Junior Volunteer HF – 240 Hours

“Overall, volunteering at the hospital is always a rewarding experience and something I enjoy doing.”
– Junior Volunteer DV – 125 Hours